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Creative Order is a full-service
‘Rebranding Agency’ based in
Sydney & Melbourne.

Rebrand Design Agency

Sydney & Melbourne

Our rebrands maximise the value
of a business, delivering commercial
success & real return-on-investment.
A small team of experts, with a vast
array of experience elevating old
businesses into a modern, dynamic
& engaging brands.
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Creative Order

Sydney & Melbourne

Rebrand Design Agency

We create industry-leading rebranding
solutions for companies big and small,
from large national businesses, to one
person start-ups and sole traders.
We execute Rebrand programs both
online & offline.

The Lakeside Mill
/ Brand, Visual Identity,
Packaging, Interior
& Web
–
The Lakeside Mill is a modern
restaurant & bar headed up by
Australian young chef of the year
Jake Kellie. Harvesting the best
ingredients from the surrounding
regions of Pakenham, the aim was
to create a destination venue that
would bring crowds in from all
over Melbourne.
Creative Order was briefed very early
in the concept process to create a
unique brand identity. We developed
the concept of ‘handcrafted fine
foods’ which was borne out of Jake’s
love for cooking, and the historical
wood mill that used to be prominent
in the area. Having created the brand
identity, we also worked with the
architect to decorate the interior and
exterior space with brand signage,
wayfinding graphics, custom poster
artwork and intricate hand-painted
wall graphics. We then developed the
new menu system as well as designing
and producing their website.
View website
http://thelakesidemill.com.au
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Virgin Money Aus.
/ Banking Web
App Design
–
The web design team at Creative
Order were briefed by Virgin Money
Australia to design the banking web
application for their internet banking
service. Our client Alison Hughes,
Head of Digital Delivery at Virgin was
kind enough to share her experience
of working with Creative Order. Here’s
what she had to say:
“Creative Order delivered
outstanding web design for Virgin
Money Internet Banking web app.
They worked extremely hard, met all
deadlines and created a quality digital
experience for our customers. The
team are professional, responsive and
a pleasure to work with!”
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Be Purposeful™

Brand Concept 3

Purpose Law
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View website http://purposelaw.com
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Creative Order was briefed to
create a new brand for a start-up
Law firm in Melbourne. We created
the brand name ‘Purpose Law’ and
then executed a complete brand
solution from logo design through to
responsive website and stationery
items.

Purpose Law

–

Brand Concept 3

Purpose Law
/ Full Brand Creation
Including Website

Arc Design Studio
/ Full Brand Creation
Including Website
–
Creative order was briefed to create
a new brand for an Architecture firm
located on the lower north shore of
Sydney. The resulting design is a highend unique, highly recognisable and
completely original design. We handdraw a custom logotype using Arc
shapes. The angular upstrokes of the
‘a’ and the ‘r’ form the pitch of the roof
of a building, an innovative and subtle
way to visualise the architecture
industry. Drawing the letterforms
from the ground up, means the logo
is completely original, unique and
easily identifiable as belonging to
Arc Design. This cutting-edge style
logo is perfect for architecture
industry, exhibiting a modern, highend look. We created the tagline
by researching and stating three
overarching principles of Architecture,
Form, Space, & Order. The three
words in the tagline are deliberately
symmetrical to echo the three letters
in Arc and or the three letters in
the name Arc Design Studio. We
designed and developed the new one
page responsive website and created
all of the stationery for the business.
View website http://arcdesign.com.au
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The name we developed ‘Equity IQ’
is a name that has confidence and a
presence, a name that physically looks
and sounds good. A name with the
personality traits of a leader - strength
and trustworthiness. Equity - a word
which is understood by everyone
investing in property, is a powerful
word from the vernacular. The IQ
part is all about intelligence, ie we
are better, smarter.

EQUITY

Equity IQ is a property investment
start-up based in Perth, Creative
Order was brought on-board to help
create the new brand. We devised
everything for this new company from
the name and tagline, the complete
brand identity, through to the website
with secure investor portal.

EQUITYIQ.COM.AU

–

THE PROPERTY NETWORK WITHOUT EQUAL

Equity IQ
/ Brand Name, Logo,
Marketing & Website

Equity IQ / New Property Investment Brand
Logo Design Concept 1 & Brand Imagery

Taking two different thoughts and
combining them into one big idea is a
strong move, the two words look and
sound really good together and the
double Qs have great symmetry.
View website http://equityiq.com.au

Equity IQ / New Property Investment Brand
Logo Design Concept 2 - Stationery
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Coffee Bird
/ Brand, Packaging,
eCommerce
–
Coffee Bird is a Melbourne coffee
institution created for one reason;
to get people excited about coffee.
As one of life’s little luxuries, they
believe that quality must be
achieved without compromise.
Creative Order was briefed to
completely develop the Coffee Bird
brand from the ground up. Starting
with creating a new position for the
brand, to building a unique brand
identity that carries through all touch
points including retail and packaging.
The resulting brand identity conveys
a sense of sophistication and luxury,
using metallic copper foils and elegant
papers.
The coffee bird packaging range has
since been recognised with a finalist
award for both the AGDA Australian
Design Biennale Awards and the
Create Design Awards.
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Green Remedy
/ Brand, Interior,
Online, Packaging
–
Creative Order recently completed a
full brand identity for a new concept
store in Melbourne. The project
spanned everything from brand logo
design, visual identity, interior design
and signage, packaging design, through
to website design.
Green Remedy’s is an amazing taste
experience, a place where you
can find a natural alternative, with
locally sourced organic, gluten free,
vegan and GMO-free options. With
a mindset of healthy living, Green
Remedy is a guide to longevity
and ‘feeding your better nature’ is
its mantra. Its menu, created by a
gourmet nutritionist, has one simple
aim: to deliver delicious flavour to
health and nutrition.
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King’s Leigh
/ Brand Name,
Visual Identity, Online,
Property Marketing,
–
King’s Leigh is more than just a place
to live; it’s an address that Melbourne’s
West has never seen. With wide open
spaces, majestic leafy avenues, native
waterways, sweeping parkland and
a strong sense of community, this
unique residential development offers
unsurpassed contemporary living in
an unrivalled setting.
Developed by award winning
developer Dacland, King’s Leigh
sets a new standard in residential
development. Dacland appointed
Creative Order as the lead creative
agency on the project to create a new
name, build a brand visual identity
and property marketing campaign that
would challenge convention. Borne
out of respect for its environment and
rich history, we named the community
to acknowledge the land’s native
legacy, the indigenous Yawangi tribe’s
last survivor ‘King Bill Leigh’.
Our team worked tirelessly during
the development stage to create a
seamless experience for Dacland.
From initial brand naming and
brand design, to advertising, digital
marketing and website development,
to creation of the sales office and
surrounding signage. Our role was
to bring the development to life and
ensure its success with it’s expected
revenue into the hundreds of millions.
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UTS
/ Print Design
–
Creative Order was briefed to design
the University of Technology Sydney’s
orientation booklet and collateral,
which was distributed to 7,000
students during O’Week. The student
engagement team were looking to
radically update the look for the
scheme to reflect the major changes
occurring throughout UTS’s campus,
namely the new innovative buildings
designed by architect Frank Gehry.
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Our rebrands deliver commercial success.
Good design is a powerful investment and
Creative Order has a solid track-record of
creating rebranding programs that deliver
real return on investment.
+100%
+25%
+25%
+23%

|

Sales increase for T2

|

Market value increase for LifeHealthcare

|

Sales increase for Dacland

|

Sales increase for The Optical Company
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Testimonials
“Attaché Software had the pleasure of working with the Creative Order team in
the web design and development of our new public website throughout 2014.
We were very impressed with the way that Todd and the team took our brief and
challenged our thinking to work with us to create a fabulous, modern, professional
design. A design that helped transition our image from safe, traditionalist brand to
a modern, innovative, yet experienced one – representative of the transformation
we were under-going as a company. Todd’s calm, consultative, and to his credit,
firm when needed manner was exactly what we required from a design partner.
Thanks Todd and thanks Creative Order!”
Matt Paf, General Manager
Attaché Software
“Creative Order have the remarkable ability to listen, a talent many agencies are
yet to master, and deliver not only to the brief but always to a level of strategic
thinking above the brief. They are passionate whilst budget conscious and can
maintain big picture brand development and strategy amongst the ever changing
and often reactive necessities of the retail industry.
Their talents stretch further than creative genius, they are also totally invested
in the growth and development of our business. I would recommend these guys
without hesitation. They are honest, reliable and above all they push us to new
and better places with our brands at every opportunity.”
Tess Chirnside, Marketing Director
The Optical Company
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If you need a company rebrand, email
todd@creative-order.com.au
Todd Lopez is the Creative Director of
our rebranding agency Creative Order®

Rebrand Design Agency

Sydney & Melbourne

Alternatively call Todd on (02) 9404 7330
We’d love to work with you & help take
your business to the next level.
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